2012, May 18

Friday Night Hard News Call

Opening:

Angelsu

Phone Numbers:

BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Meditation:

530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-513-6472 [line 2, 3]
530-413888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
Angelsu

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● Need $405 to complete last week, for this week
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES FOR THE PROGRAMS
T & R: ● electric Bill - $91
● Still need help to pay ET for car repairs + NEW TIRES = $200
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
[Paypal = a 5 day process; US Mail is the same]
●Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
●Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● Let MariettaRobert know: stargatemarietta@gmail.com or phone: 317-773-0061
● T & R do readings and Mother is a hoot!
● New way to help with gift cards for food: Sunflower Farmers' Market
c/o Robyn LaCorte TOM06 Office Manager at SFM Headquarters
1706 East Southern Avenue
Tempe, AZ 85282
Caller her at 480-820-4900
to use a credit card
rlacorte@sfmarkets.com
$10, $50, $100 increments
Hard News:
R: as we approach the eclipse, the intensity of the energies and the way talking heads are being affected
– you feel it a week before and weeks, months after; we have reached critical mass with humanity
● Humanity has said enough is enough, we shall have peace
● John Nichol was on Ed's show today – speaking about Palestine as one nation!
● Time for accountability for the war crimes over there
● Rama watched movie Escape from New York – have to help the con man escape from a prison – the prison
is the United States – a giant prison; the heavy duty war criminal con man is Kurt Russell; has to
to another country & rescue the president's daughter; pres is a Fascist
● Time's up, get active, occupy something – do something: walk in the woods and focus on sending these
ones love
● John Nichol was a spokesman for the nurses: 1000s and 1000s of them in Chicago – proposing a
transactional tax on every transaction in the stock exchange
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[Mark Zukerman is really Jacob Greenberg: one grandfather [Greenberg] is CEO of AIG – this is totally
rigged! The other is David Rockerfeller
Every market across the entire world was down for last 3 days, except Mumbai up 3%
● John laid out Scott Walker's story & the game he is playing;
● there is a criminal investigation of Scott Walker; Ed said he'll be doing time with Bernie Madoff
for busting up unions and teachers, and breaking down the infrastructure in Wisconsin
● Many said today as the Arab Spring was happening, the people in Wisconsin were aligned with
them - people calling Ed's program said we have to do the same in spite of the militarization of
police
● Ed: these are goons with guns; there are a few good peace officers, but majority are
terminators, almost android armies: no match for Mother and Nibiru
● the one story noone wants to talk of: extinction level events – it's not about extinction, it's about
eternal life, not extinction – Rama has heard rumours that Quetzalcoatl is returning
● Called Queen Noor; talked to her and Tom the RT Cat who told him – please don't believe what you
are being fed: Obama was born at 19.5 ; he has the magic here, nd that's why the orbs showed up
at Grant park – the magic of the story has to do with the line-up which is occurring on sunday
● Birther story coming up again, thanks to error of the editor who copied something incorrectly – that he
was born in Kenya, not Hawaii
● Lunatic fringe has gone off the rails – and the hate speech against this man & family is intense
● Rama grew up in an integrated family; brother and sister were black, and he sat with them in
the lunch counters and at the back of the bus; marched at Selma with his mother
● as Al Sharpton said, we accepted those things but not any more
● what he has seen since Obama took the stage, has not seen the like since Dr King was here and this has
changed the converSation: It's a global movement; we will have peace & we will have NESARA
● Mother's people [on the planet] are so out of alignment, it is causing imbalance – if you are not in a
place of balance, you may feel like you want to leave and many are choosing to do so; 18 soldiers
per day are leaving, thanks to the lies they have seen since 9/11
T: Wells Fargo story: Norman Rousseau shot himself 2 days before being foreclosed by Wells Fargo
● didn't get the regular 30 year mortgage, but a sub-prime mortgage so when the interest
rate rose, he was not able to make the payments – bank would not negotiate with him
this is only one story
[SEE BELOW]
●This is Mitt Romney personified:lied in every way possible to make as much $ as possible
● Ed Schultz had on Richard Wolffe, a Marxist without the horns:
● spoke of Bain Capital & Romney in 70s, 80s and how he played around with the El Salvadorean
global elite there and showed them how to make $ on rollovers
● they bought arms from an arms dealer, called the US and used them against Nicaraguans – Oliver
North is still walking around, a war criminal
● Dennis Kuchinich is resigning by Jan 1, 2013 - it will be 2014 on Aug 18 th
T: take ear plugs if you go to Chicago – the cops have long distance acoustic devices which will really hurt
your ear drums
Going over the entire list of killings done by the police force
● The entire police force has only been working for the secret government
T&R: watched the Rodney King program – they told this mentally not together man to do certain things –
put his legs out or bend his knees
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● then the police started beating the guy all over his legs – 6 cops beat him unconscious and he
was like that until he died 5 days later – he was crying for help “I can't breathe, I can't breathe”
Audio: Anonymous - Operation Bart in August about Oakland Police & their atrocities against the people
● they showed the San Francisco police who shot an activist in the back and they were all grinning
T: Israel – forces are ready to carry out any military operation given to it, including a Iran nuclear strike
● Iran Sec of Iran's Natiional Security Council warned the super powers of making any moves
which would threaten the meeting called for May 23rd in Baghdad
● Meeting in Baghdad – May 23rd , including Israel and Iran and other super powers
● All the gatherings are inside this eclipse: it is the passing of the power from empire to the people of
the world – must do it in a non-violent way; if use violence like the empire, it fails
● Ugliness of Leon Panetta: saying it is U S is militarily ready to use force against Iran if the diplomatic
work does not work - this threat was conveyed via Ambassador to Tel Aviv
● all sides practising brinkmanship – day by day, Iran is suffering under heavy sanctions
● This Sunday is important: the more we can use the transfer of power and use it for good – tag we're it!
R: Bono is on Rachel Maddow – Bono bought some stock in Facebook
T: Facebook is a Schindler's list right now
T: hopes everyone will come to Cheryl's calls – we're at a critical time now
● Thom Hartmann said NAFTA, SAFTA, GATT – should have been voted on with a 2/3 rd vote and
should have been a treaty, so what happened was a criminal act by the Congress
● good thing about Euro – 16 Spanish banks down graded by Moody;
● this week, numerous Italian banks the same;
● Greece – Moody's downgraded Greek money to junk territory – a good thing because we need
relief, not austerity
● The Bahraini people do not want the Saudi 200 year old plan for complete control of Bahrain! - want to
maintain their integrity, their autonomy and their freedom – not the unification plan of the
countries in that area
● Ratko Mladić and Charles Taylor are actually exposing their overlords: Maddy Albright Sec of State
from 92 – 95 was in power during the Bosnian affair; Hillary Clinton when Charles Taylor was in
action
Caller: anything about the 4 forest fires in AZ?
R: nothing
T: wild fires there and in Spain which is getting bigger by the second: time to talk to the wind
● Hot and dry during the day, cold at night – never this dry; it's dryer this year than last yr
● 25 years of chemtrails in Santa Fe – could see the rain coming down but it never hits the ground because
something in the chemtrails absorbs it
● last year, in Texas, something like 3 months of drought, fires everywhere; carcasses of dead cows and
cracks in the soil one foot deep – started in late June
● this year, began in April in NM;
● They used to live near Taos at about 10,000 feet – not a good idea to go up high
Caller: heard that the mean ones want to use fires to corral the people
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● With the shift in the power, they won't have the ability to sustain that kind of terror
T: R got to talk to Noor and Thom the RT Cat – the whole fiasco now and ramping up the fear factor this
weekend about Israel and Iran - they will meet Ashtar and he is not in a negotiating mood
● There's a 3 day banking holiday – May 26th - 28th – both Queen Noor and Tom the RTC brought it
to R's attention; Mr X hung up on R when he asked about it!
Caller: In Mayan calendar, MEN - the eagle, visionary – we are now in LAMAT, the stargate portal
T: realize that any feelings of separateness are an illusion;
● #8 is a double 4: what we need now is discipline to keep the energy raised
● 4 is Serapis Bey – he's the Chohan of the 4th ray, the White Fire Being
qualities: purity, discipline, joy, hope, excellence
● Serapis works with students to help them develop these qualities & gradually, safely raise the
kundilini
● Serapis can help people prepare to receive the Skekinah
● He is a disciplinarian
● Obama was El Morya and created peace in the many states of India in his time
● Also the Hierarch of the temple at Luxor; in the 19th century worked with El Morya who came
through Madame Blavatsky [out of body for 10 years; came back as Manly P Hall]
Kuthumi, Djwhal Khul
● Serapis was a high priest in an ascension temple in Atlantis
● Heard it on a number of stations: that Iran is really, truly willing to make some changes in their nuclear
program, but they want us to lay off the pressure being put on them – like killing their people!
Caller: This day, according to the Maya Calendar, MEN – eagle, visionary aspect
T: we are already in the transfer of power from the empire to the people; we are starting the spiritual
foundation for the new age right now
● 8 – galactic harmony; the counter clockwise spin to infuse the galactic frequency in the water before
you drink it [a wand, your finger – it all works in consciousness]; self- empowered knowledge which
is at-one-ment / A-TONE- MENT; perfect resonance with the universe; time to pursue the value
of ethics
● 4 - symbol: a circle and 24 rays around the sun – the symbol of vibration we are setting the vibration and
spiritual foundation for the Age of Aquarius
colour is yellow green; tone is F flat; Mi (me) in solfeggio scale – 528 hz
● Meaning of Me in solfeggio scale: Mi [me] - 528 Hz - #6 vibration
Transformation and miracles; DNA repair; clears vibrations which are not in harmony with our being
[from MariettaRobert as she plays the tuning forks]
Reading: Keys of Enoch because we are working with Serapis Bey, teacher, disciplinarian
Key #113 the people of god collectively create the vehicle which is used to open up the universe.
Verse 40: the family god organized into groups of 10 will be taken as one vibratory structure that
has learned to pray and resonate together thereby activating the spiritual gifts which are
necessary for progression into new planetary worlds . . . .
Tara reads the whole section
● Taurus talks about doing things collectively, creatively for the whole – 27 degrees Taurus
Audio: Bill Maher for May 18, 2012
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Cathy: have lost Tara and Rama on Skype
T: have to re-boot – technical difficulties
Reading: Matt Taibbie's article The Great American Bubble Machine
● only begun – will read it on Saturday
Meditation: Monadic Absorption Initiation – Children of the Sun

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: Chapter 2 Maya's Play - From The Truth shall set you free by Swami Purna
Can look for it here: www.newagebooksindia.com
Closing:
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May 15, 2012

Photo Credit: AFP

Norman and Oriane Rousseau were one more couple pushed by a huge, greedy bank to the brink of homelessness. On
Sunday, desperate and with nowhere to go, Norman Rousseau shot himself.
This is the story of what happens when an average couple is up against a giant, wealthy, powerful bank. Unfortunately
the result is what the result always is when people are on their own against the wealthy and powerful: the bank ends
up with all of their money, takes their house to sell and throws them out onto the street. In this case the bank is Wells
Fargo.
The quick version of this terrible story is that Norman and Oriane Rousseau of Newbury Park, California were
scammed into a predatory mortgage. But they made their payments anyway, always paying with a cashier’s check in
person at the same branch. Then one day the bank misapplied their payment and said they still owed the money. This
started a long, nasty process that led to the bank evicting the Rousseaus from their home.
Here’s the shocker: right at the start the Rousseaus came up with proof that the bank had received the payment and
had cashed the check. But the bank continued to claim it had missed the payment, gave the Rousseaus the runaround,
started applying fees, and used it as an excuse to foreclose on the house anyway.
The Rousseaus fought back, the bank dragged it out for so long and pulled so many tricks, getting its way every step
of the process, until this last Sunday Norman Rousseau finally gave up and shot himself in despair – two days before
the scheduled eviction, Tuesday, May 15. (The Rousseau’s lawyer just said he was able to win a 2-week delay.)
It is a tragic story, but when you dig into the details it becomes much worse.
See for yourself. The court case filed by the Rousseaus puts on the record the facts as they state them. The complaint
reads as one more story like so many others that we have been hearing about the abuses by banks and banksters and
the tricks they pulled on people. Never mind the big “National Mortgage Settlement” – this story shows that the
abuses are still going on, with the same tragic consequences.
The following describes the facts in the lawsuit filed in Norman Rousseau and Oriane Rousseau vs. Wells Fargo
Bank in the Superior Court of California, County of Ventura.
In March 2000, Norman and Oriane Rousseau put 30 percent down to buy a house at 580 Wilshire Place, Newbury
Park, CA. In the following years they were solicited to refinance their loan. In October 2007 they met with the loan
officer and “stated that they were only interested in obtaining a conventional 30-year, fixed-rate loan, and explained
their desire to have consistent payments over the life of the loan.”
They were “assured … that they could significantly reduce their monthly payments, by more than $600 per month,
with a lower interest refinance loan.” The bank assured them that the Payment Option ARM was “the new industry
standard” that had “historically low rates that were continuing to decrease” and in “the worst case scenario [they were]
assured that historical data for the index indicated that changes in interest rate were slight, and if an increase should
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occur it would have a negligible effect on their monthly payments of no more than a few dollars.”
They should “expect to refinance within the next two years to take advantage of even more favorable interest rates and
as the steadily rising housing values increased the amount their equity in the property.”
There were lots of assurances, smiles, don’t worry, we’re taking care of you, etc.
In May 2009 the bank claimed the couple had missed their April payment. They proved they had made a payment in
person at the bank, using a cashier’s check and that the check had been cashed by the bank. The bank then claimed
they had ordered a stop payment on the check, even though a cashier’s check payment cannot be stopped.
The runaround began. The bank began harassing them for payment, sometimes as many as six-eight calls per day,
sometimes even late at night. On August 3, 2009 the bank claimed the Rousseaus hadn’t paid June or July’s payments
either, demanding $3,406.50. But then on August 8 the bank assured them they were current on payments. Then the
bank again claimed it had not been paid and that the bank had been trying to contact them without success, and that
they now owed $3,478,25.
The Rousseaus hired a lawyer. From the lawyer the Rousseaus learned that the loan they received was not the loan
they were promised, including, “the 7.2% interest rate for the … loan was actually higher than the 2006 loan and
greater than the 6.8% quoted,” had enormous fees, and the bank had increased the income the Rousseau had stated,
from $76,000 to $136,800.
In other words, the lender had scammed them to get those fees, which was a widespread practice at the time.
This continues, with the bank scamming, lying, obfuscating, ignoring, contradicting, even producing signatures it
claimed were the Rousseau’s but were not, every step of the way. And, of course, adding late fees to the amount it
claimed was due.
In September the bank stopped accepting payments at the branch, saying checks had to be mailed. About the same
time the Rousseaus applied for a loan modification. They were told they were accepted for review in the loan
modification program, were told the “pre-foreclosure” notices were “routine” and not to worry about them. Their
lawyers were handling getting documents to the bank, the bank kept claiming it never received them, etc.
On and on this went, with the bank telling them they were in the loan modification program while demanding money
then refusing to accept money and demanding documents while saying it had received them, and all the while
proceeding with foreclosure notices. Then they were told they were denied their loan modification, went through a
process to reinstate the loan, back and forth, late fees, loan fees, unspecified additional fees, more fees, then some
fees, then some non-payment fees, and then given ONE HOUR to send payments to TEXAS and it goes on and on.
Read the court case the Rousseaus filed. It’s all there, and is even worse than this summary.
This is a story of what happens when, as Senator Dick Durbin said of the Senate during the effort to pass legislation to
get the banks under control, “Frankly they own the place.”
This last Sunday the bankers claimed one more victim. Norman Rousseau shot himself at 10 in the morning. Oriane
Rousseau doesn’t even have the money to bury her husband, she is looking to the VA for help. If you want to help,
please contact their attorney, Chris Gardas: chrisgardas@comcast.net

Martin Mandelman broke this story yesterday at Mandelmann Matters: Husband’s Suicide Yesterday,
Wells Fargo to Evict Wife Tomorrow Anyway.
http://www.alternet.org/news/155442/wells_fargo_has_blood_on_its_hands:_desperate_man_commits_s
uicide_after_shocking_foreclosure_mistreatment_?page=entire
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THE PLANETARY GRID TRANSMISSIONS
May 20 - New Moon Solar Eclipse
June 3 - Full Moon Lunar Eclipse
June 4/5 - Venus Transit

The Initiation of Monadic Absorption
Mp3 Audio Narrative
You Tube Video






Commencement of the Initiation of Monadic Absorption
Transcending "Personality Love"
Transcending Sexual Desire and Control Patterns
Transmuting the Distorted Sexual Imprint
Transcending Gender Identification

Through the influence of these celestial alignments, monadic level energy will catalyze an instant evolution of
consciousness in the spiritually awakened... to spawn a quantum leap of the entire four-body system in a potential
quickening that far surpasses any initiatory process ever experienced in the history of human evolution on Earth.
We are being swiftly prepared for the ultimate transfiguration into our I AM Avatar blueprint of androgynous perfection.
This is the state in which our inner male and female polarities are completely balanced and we walk not identified as a
man or a woman, but from a greatly expanded DNA expression as our mighty I AM Presence, our God Self of the Light.
We are revealing in a completely new way of relating in which each person operates as a sovereign entity, fully balanced
and centered from within. This attitude of conscious living serves as a precursor to the emergence of sacred relating with
any and all others who are also operating from this high level attunement.

The Ascension Process
(a simple review to understand our next collective initiation!)
The journey of ascension is simply... a return to our origin. At our particular level of human evolution, we are making
transition into a multi-dimensional consciousness perception. To do this, we must reconcile spirit and matter in this third
dimensional reality by increasing our vibration and raising our internal fire energy known as the kundalini force.
For those of us who are remaining in service to the planet, the ascension is a process of initiation in which our focus is
placed upon the merging of our individualized human personality body with our soul vehicle and then with our Monad to
become one unified being here on Earth.
It is to remember that we are a tiny humanized aspect of our greater God Self. This God Self is that which is referred to as
the Monad, or, the mighty I AM Presence. This magnificent divine aspect of our human self has created the so-called
Oversoul, which is essentially the Soul family to which our individual Soul belongs. Our individual Soul is that part of our
self that reincarnates over and over again in order to evolve and ultimately return to the monadic source.
Our Monad contains many Souls. Our human personality and our soul are individualized aspects of a group of souls and
even a group of Monads which are all ascending. This is why we are constantly referring to the Group Avatar, the Group I
AM. We are all aspects of each other coming back into a grand merge with each other... as one greater being.
The mighty I AM Presence is, in truth, a God Self containing ALL of us, as aspects of itself.
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It is not just us, our individual consciousness that ascends, but all of the souls and oversouls that make up our Monad. To
make real progress, we must get our entire oversoul and monadic family working within the same resonant frequencies.
All soul extensions that we are connected to must also become clear, integrated and unified from the greater purpose of
the I AM Presence.
This is why we must help as many people as possible in our personal sphere of influence!

Commencement of...
The Initiation of Monadic Absorption
Through our direct experiences, we have learned that in order to expand into multi-dimensional blueprinting, we are
required to let go of all emotional and mental attachments of the material world including fame, fortune, power,
selfishness, people, family, self image, reputation, linear concepts, belief systems, etc..
The collective initiation endured by many Planetary Light Servers throughout 2011 and these early months of 2012 has
related to the release of material plane attachment and self identification as directed by free will and the desires of the
controlling ego.
As we accomplish this rather challenging process to completely surrender the personality body, we advance to the next
stage of accelerated ascension. The initiation now being presented to the collective Light Server grouping actually
commences the merger with our group Monad, that aspect of our Greater Self which is the Group I AM Presence of our
individualized human aspect.
This initiation is somewhat similar to the process of soul merge only it is the beginning stages of "monadic absorption" and is
experienced by those with high levels of embodied and stabilized light quotient. These are the ones serving as Path Cutters
and eventually everyone will follow.
This is the phase when direct contact is actualized between the Monad (I AM Presence) and the surrendered personality body.
The gap in consciousness between spirit and matter is bridged by a well developed Antahkarana. The personality becomes a
direct instrument of service under the direction of the Monad, which by-passes the soul. The soul then becomes redundant
and is absorbed within the Monad.
Once we are in the absorption process by the Monad which sent us forth, we begin expressing more prominently the
monadic ray of that Source Itself.
This leads us into our final initiation of earth plane human ascension as we completely return to the Monad and merge with
the Group I AM while retaining a physical "light body" form. This is the attainment of 5th dimensional consciousness which is
characterized by the experience of oneness. This is potentially what will occur at years end for some or soon thereafter for
many more.
Transcending "Personality Love"
To propel this next initiation into high momentum and through these celestial alignments in May-June, 2012, we are
greatly supported by the surging forces of incomprehensible Love from the Galactic Center.
{This is why the alignment of . . is so important.]
These omnipotent cohesive forces are spawning transformative process of the desire nature, or, conditional love from the
personality nature, linking us up with the greater magnetism of the love aspect on the buddhic plane, the plane of unity
consciousness.
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The Law of Magnetic Control
The Universal Law of Magnetic Control will begin to take greater effect in more of the Planetary Light Servers, those of
us who are now advancing with a greater percentage of bodily light quotient.
As one of the main laws of our solar system, the Law of Magnetic Control operates from the buddhic plane of unity as it
consumes and crystallizes the static human condition. Full control of the personality body is overtaken by the Monad via
the egoic vehicle.
In our advancement to a fifth dimensional existence, the egoic vehicle still remains in the human form, however, in a
transcended state, unified with its Source. The lower human aspect serves as the instrument through which the higher is
functioning and through the triad energy of:
1. Divine Will
2. Love-Wisdom (the Christ principle)
3. Active Intelligence
Once the egoic vehicle is surrendered back into the light of the Monad (its I AM Source), a new multidimensional
operating system completely over-rides the human design. Deeper, more intricate physical restructuring takes place
within our body immediately removing any remaining imprints of duality within our entire holographic energy matrix.
As the human consciousness fades further and further from any familiar coordinates, there is a feeling of being erased
and at the same time being absorbed into the Light. This new operational system is not about intelligence or
remembering... it is a complete emptying so the greater aspect can take over.
Nerve synapses are instantly reconnecting as we make our swift return to wholeness. We are being rewired so that the Higher
Mental Body is more accessible, to directly bridge with our Monad and the Universal light of harmonic union and
unconditional love.In this physical transformation, likened to a change of mental software, the neural patterns in the physical
body endure a process of recodement.

Transcending Sexual Desire and Control Patterns
It is during this phase that many of us transcend the sexual desire and any related dysfunction. This especially concerns
the force which brings about the physical merging as a result of our responses to the body's animal nature. These are acts
of sexual sensory pleasure, self oriented sexual control, sexual abuse and imbalanced emotional patterns as a result of
the sexual identity and appetite.
This is not to say that celibacy is required for ascension. It is the addiction to sexual relating as a lower pleasure seeking
desire or barrier to self love that is to be examined. Love becomes limited through desire.
It is the qualifying intention that determines the frequency (vibration) of the sexual intimacy.
These patterns are balanced by a higher expression of the law when the human system is again androgynous and
everyone is truly regarded as an equal expression of God. Patterns of sexual lust and desire are transmuted into their
higher frequency expressions of joy, creativity, compassion and union with the divinity in all things.
Transmuting the Distorted Sexual Imprint
We are ready to transmute and transcend the misuse of sexuality as a power base in the old paradigm for both males and
females.
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Both sexes strongly identify with their sexual centers/genitals which becomes the primary driving force behind existence.
There is a belief in the need to express ourselves from our gender identification and sexually for pleasure. This is another
illusion of our attachment to the senses.
Many of us are still embarrassed or carry self worth issues around our bodies and especially in our nakedness to others.
Our egos have caused us to judge others and ourselves based on the size and function of our sexual centers and the
overall sexual desirability of our bodies, which then contributes to criticizing the perfection of God's Design.
Women, in particular, have been carrying the record of sexual trauma and abuse for a long time, sustaining the imbalance
of gendered energies on the Earth.
As we expand beyond our physical senses, we begin to experience the infinite bliss that is available to us through our
connection to God. Sexuality and pro-creation occurs through the divine impulse of pure thought and Divine Love as
union with God Source.
As we transcend the pull of the lower chakras and become the master of our three-fold personality (physical, emotional,
mental), the chakras fold up into our heart center and we become radiators of Divine Love. New meanings of intimacy
will also emerge as we embody more and more light and our sexuality transitions to the pure embrace of energetic union
and rapture with all beings and realms of dimension.
Transcending Gender Identification
For contemplation...
The Law of Gender embodies the truth that gender is manifested in everything. The masculine and feminine is ever at
work on all planes of causation. On the higher planes, it gender expresses through higher forms of manifestation. This law
works in the direction of generation, regeneration, and creation. All life forms contain the two elements of gender masculine and feminine.
- On the great physical plane, the sexes of all species are manifested as male and female and the role they play in sexual
reproduction.
- On the great mental plane, gender manifests as masculine and feminine energies that exist within each and every
person. Every male has its female element, and every female has its male element.
- On the great spiritual plane, gender manifests as the Father-Mother principle of the Infinite Omnipresent God in whose
mind the universe is conceived and firmly held. It is written, "We all live, move, and have our being within God".

In Summary...
Through the incoming cosmic light frequencies, we are being assisted, energetically and structurally, to reunite with our
wholeness as an androgynous being in union with our Source of Life... the mighty I AM Presence.
It is from this reintegrated wholeness, that we are able to interpret information from the levels of Omnipresence Oneness
and in a manner that will raise us collectively into infinitely powerful, incredibly loving beings of tremendous wisdom.
Jesus the Christ prophesied this with reference to "The Untouchables" who shall walk the Earth.
As we incorporate this new programming, we will operate more deeply and confidently from a balanced and magnificent
mantle of Cosmic Love, Cosmic Wisdom and Cosmic Power.
We simultaneously give great service to Mother Earth, our galaxy and entire universe. Through our willingness to
completely remove the holographic imprint of separation from our own personal vehicles, we help to transmute gender
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division and its distortions from the macro levels including war and conflict, hatred, victimhood, suppression, control and
sexual abuse, to name a few.
THANK YOU to all Children of the Sun Planetary Light Servers for your continued support to the Foundation and your
tremendous service to Humanity. We are an untouchable force and ALL LIFE is raised with us!!
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